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War is not glorious. War is silly. Nobody can win—Bruce Barton.
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ENGLISH 4-A PLAYERS STAGE Henry Houle y36 Passes Away
ALDEN LEADS COLBY TO 7-0
THE
Last Thursday After Operation VICTORY OVER BATES ELEVEN
BATTLE ROYAL OF THE SEXES
NEWS
The announcement of the death of infirmary to see Houle and at once
IN FINAL CAME OF SEASON
IN
FIRST
SHOWING
OF
YEAR
Henry George Houle '3 6 came as a judged that something was seriouspop Warner
distinct shock to the college audience ly wrong. I'pon taking a blood count
Defends Football
Goodsized, Appreciative Audience Witness
Conflicts Between The Eternal Feminine
And No-lessrdurable Masculine

Skyscrapers
Defy War Gas
Colleges Fail To
ProvMe leaders
Hoover Proposes
$

THOMAS MUSGRAVE

X

GLENN S. Warner, coach at Iceland Stanford, Carlisle Indian
School, and Pittsburgh for
several decades defends football in
a recent article in the New York
Time*. He says:
"The first fallacy is that modern
players are not so good as they
were in "the good old days." I don't
know exactly when the good old
days were, but I have been playing
with, or coaching, football teams
almost since the American game was
invented and my idea is that football
players, like other athletes, are
better than they ever were before. I
would go so far as to say that
mediorre teams of today could defeat the champions of twenty or
thirty years ago.
"The reasons for my belief are
many. In the first place, much more
attention is given to athletics and
physical training nowadays, not only
in all schools and universities, but
jjso at municipal playgrounds, athletic clubs and even in big industrial
organizations. Boys—and girls, too
—are today not only healthier but
are larger than their parents or
grandparents were. They are getting
bigger in every generation.
"I do not mean to imply that football is a gatne for big, beefy boys
alone, as it was in the much-talkedof "good old days," when it was a
game of power, push and pull, and
the heaviest team usually won.
"On the contrary, speed and
brains are now the principal factors
in a winning team. A player has to
be smart to keep up with the plays,
for the whole trend has been toward
the fast, scientific, open game that
can be 'played well only by quickthinking men. Of course, it 's still
true that a fast, smart, big man is
better than a fast, smart, small one,
but in present-day football there is
no iplace for a clumsy behemoth who
has nothing but size and strength".

FLORENCE WELLS
OUTSTANDING
Varsity Play Will Be
Presented December
15 and 16
By PROF. R. G. BERKLEMAN

Bates Places Four,
Maine Three on
Student All-Team
Berry, Gilman, demons,
And Pricher Garnet
Men Honored

assembled for chapel last Thursday
morning. Houle died early Thursday
morning at the C. M. G. Hospital
where he had been convalescing
following an operation Nov. 4 for
appendicitis. The first indications of
any serious illness came on Wednesday Nov. 2 when he underwent
severe pain during the night. Thursday morning he had felt much
relieved and reported at the college
infirmary at nine o'clock, but decided
that he would not stay and said
that he would be back at eleven to
see Dr. Goodwin on his daily visit
to the campus. However, for some
reason he did not appear at that
time, but came back at 12:45 and
inquired for the nurse, who was at
the Rand Hall Dining Room. Upon
being informed of her whereabouts,
he left the infirmary without further
conversation. That evening after hi6
return from dinner at the college
commons, he felt so very ill that he
got in touch with Dr. Goodwin
through his roommate about six
o'clcck. Dr. Goodwin, having learned
that he was able to walk over to
the infirmary, urged him to report
there at once. Miss Scott, the college
nurse who lives at the infirmary,
at once took steps to diagnose his
case and reported to Dr. Goodwin
over the phone. After treatment at
the infirmary. Houle, who had no
localized .pain at all. reported that
he felt much better. Later in the evening, Dr. Goodwin came to the

it was discovered that Houle had a
count of 27,000, which is abnormally
high. He was at once removed to the
C. M. G., and after a consultation of
physicians there, was operated on
for appendicitis. It was disclosed by
the surgeon who operated that the
appendix was ruptured and in such
a condition that it must have been
ruptured for at least twelve or
fifteen hours, if not more. Following
the operation. Houle failed to recuperate as rapidly as was expected
and after a turn for the worse, he
died shortly after six Thursday
morning.
Henry or "Hunker" as he was
known to his friends, was characterized by a quiet determination in
everything that he undertook, and
hi6 friendly grin made him one of
the most popular freshmen in the
college. As a member of the sports
department of the Student he showed a great desire to be of service,
and was active in dramatics.
He came to Bates from Dean
Academy in Franklin. Mass., where
his family resides. While there he was
a prominent member of a football
team which won the New England
Prep School Championship. Handicaped by injuries received during
prep school days he had refrained
from participating in the sport during his freshman year at Bates, but
he gave promise of being a 'member
of the varsity next year.

Garnet Team Is Consistently Outplayed By
Powerful Line And Shifty Backfield
Of Rejuvenated Waterville Team
"i

Junior Cabaret
Color Scheme is
Vivid, Original
Gay Decorations To
Hang In Chase At
Year's First Formal

GARCELON FIELD IS
SEA OF MUD
Kin»- and Moynihan are
Major Wall Carries
of Bates Offense
By TED SEAMOX

With Colby doing a better job of
The English 4-A Players staged
slipping and slithering through the
a battle royal of the sexes last
sea of mud that was once Garcelon
Thursday and Friday evenings, in
Held, Bates lost last Friday afterthe Little Theater, before goodnoon, Armistice day, by one touchsized, appreciative audiences. By
down and a point to nothing.
After
a
day's
jig-saw
shifting
of
the
chance, each of the one-act plays clippings and memories or the most
The committee in charge of
Although the Colby line consisturned upon the jolly rivalry that
Junior Cabaret has completed all tent outplayed the forward ranks
recent
state
series
accomplishments,
exists between the eternal feminine
the necessary arrangements, and the of ,he Bobcat stiH, it remained for
Student sports writers arrived
and no-lees-durable masculine. The the
first formal of the year will be held Ald
speedy Waterville halfb
halfback,
at
the
following
guess
as
its
contriconflicts were kept within bounds, bution to the number of All-Maine
at Chase Hall Saturday. Nov. 19, to decide
Aot.iA0 the
the mit.com*.
outcome with
with an
from
7:45
to
11:45
o'clock.
Earl
however, >by the able direction of
eighty-two yard run through the
Hanson and his ".Merrymakers", an enUre Bates t
,ate ,n jJJ Becond
Evelyn Rolfe '33, John David '34, elevens for 1932:
FIRST
TEAM
SECOND
TEAM
eleven
piece
orchestra
will
furnish
_.„,,
and John Curtis '33—all under the
period.
left end
the music which will start at 8 P. M.
informal helpfulness of Prof. RobinAlden Runs 82 Yards
Parsons (Maine)
Kent (Bowdoin)
son.
There will be twelve dances and
Violette's accurate
toe placeleft
tackle
Women Demand Recount
two extras; four of the dances will kicked the extra point to add furthby
Philip
'Berry
(Bates)
CnJg
(Maine)
be waives.
"World Without Men
er dismay to the already stunned
left guard
The decorations will be in pastel Bates rooters. The break for Colby
Johnson, began with the contention
Oilman
(Bates)
Reese
(.Maine)
shades, with multi-colored balloons came after a long low partiallythat such a condition would be
center
paradise regained, proceeded to
of all shapes and sizes. The pro- locked* punt "from"the foot'of King
demons
(Bates)
Cobb
(Maine)
grama are buff colored with a tooled had skipped and skidded its way to
wound defenseless Man with verbal
right
guard
reproduction of the large door at the Colby 18 yard line, which feat
thrusts, wiped out all but one man
Calderwood
((Maine)
Mills
(Colby)
Chase Hall as the cover.
with a scientific miracle, but ended
thought had put the Bates
right
tackle
Refreshments may toe purchased everyone
(after several women had demanded
goal out of any Immediate danger.
Low
(Bowdoin)
Stone
(Bates)
at
all
times
during
the
evening.
Jack
a recount) with the imarriage of the
so, however! Alden figured
right end
David is head-waiter and chief-usher, Not
supposedly man-despising Mme Paotherwise, and proceeded on the first
R.
Peabody
(Colby)
and
a
group
of
co-eds
is
serving
as
vel. 'Louise Geer, '3 6, as the daffyplay to show his Intentions by
Daris (Bowdoin)
waitresses and ushers.
downdilly Mrs. Jones, was miost concrashing through after a delayed
quarter-back
Guests
vincing in her characterization, not
of the style Rockne popularWilson (Maine)
The guests are President and Mrs. buck
only while speaking her lines but Da van (Colby)
ized, and running all of 82 yards
left
half-back
Clifton
D.
Gray.
Dean
Hazel
M.
also in her revealing responses to
a touchdown. King tried to
Clark. Prof. Grosvenor Robinson, for
the other players. The performance Pricher (Bates) Romansky (Maine)
catch up with him and stop him,
right
half-back
anil
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
W.
Rowe.
of Mary Abromson '3 6. as the curt
it was no good; Alden was too
The chaperones are Prof, and Mrs. but
Mrs. Smith, was also full of promise. Hubbard (Bowdoin) Favor (Maine)
fast.
full-back
Robert
Berkleman,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Others, playing their parts with
Although the mud and uncertain
Leslie Spinks. Miss Mildred Fisher, footing
commendable competence, were June Kobertshaw (Maine)
of the playing field handiA.
Peabody
(Colby)
and
Prof.
Howell
Lewis.
Sawyer, the nerve-racked lover of a
capped both teams to a certain exAn
explanation
of
the
process
by
A
new
rule
forbids
smoking
on
terrier (toy-shop breed); Margaret
Brunswick, Maine the first floor of Chase Hall; the tent. Bates seemed to be bothered by
10, 1932
Perkins, first to spy the Last Man; which the fore-going masterpiece To the Editor ofNovember
November
S. 1932 men are allowed to smoke only the playing conditions a good deal
the
Bates
was
engendered
may
be
in
order:
Charlotte Cutts, woonan of science;
more than the supporters of the
rndergraduate
Paper
To
the
Editor
of
the
Bates
the
following
facts
were
taken
into
downstairs.
Thelma Poulin, the dreaming reMule. The Garnet tackling was conTin; following communication has Undergraduate Paper
As the attendance this year was sistently
porter; and Ruth Coan, the maid. consideration: Maine won the title; been
sloppy, it taking two and
received
today
by
the
different
■
C
olby
outplayed
every
team
it
faced;
limited
to
80
couples,
all
reservaDear
Sir:
If this play was inferior to the
sometimes three men in the
secondmembers
of
the
Maine
State
Coma
lot
of
good
players
were
handitions
were
taken
early;
and
every-;
p„.fc_ hol
I other two, it was so by reason of its
Thinking that it might be of ine
s
brlng a C by b8
mittee
of
Rhodes
Scholarship
selecj
capped
by
injury,
and
could
not
take
thing
gives
promise
of
an
enjoyable!
*J±«
J™
*J°
°'
""
I inferior authorship. Not a few of
terest to some of your student body
carrier down.
to learn the Names, Colleges and evening. No one will be admitted
IVILJAN populations will be| the lines lacked life and character. part in enough play to warrant tion:
Bates
Outplayed
"I
am
happy
to
inform
you
that,
their selection as AllJMaine.
Csafe from poison gases in the
Addresses of the candidates from without his ticket, and only one
"Trifles" Well Written
For the first time this season,
To go into details, the ends gavej the members of the Maine State the State of Maine for the Rhodes couple to a ticket will be allowed
next war. it is said in the curSusan
Glaspell's
well-known •practically
the Bates line was clearly outplayCommittee
of
Selection
for
the!
no
trouble.
Anybody
who!
to
enter.
rent issue of The Chemist, publica- "Trifles", loyal to the sex of its saw the Bates-Colby game will know] Rhodes Scholarships this year are j Scholarships from New England, I
The committee for the Junior ed in what was heralded as the
tion of the American Institute of creator, revealed the obtuseness of
am submitting herewith the list in
"battle of the lines". Perhaps, the
why
Ralph
Peabody
is
picked
for
as
follows:
Cabaret
is as follows: Eugene Ash- main
Chemists, by Dr. J. Mitchell Fain.
alphabetical order.
the sheriff and attorney and the one of the end positions. He's been Chairman: (iuy P. Gannett, Esq.
feature of the Colby offense
ton,
chairman,
Patricia
Abbott,
VerNone of the war gases, including acuteness and sympathy of the as good in the other games Colby
The personnel of the Committee na Brackett. Jere Moynihan, and was the excellent calibre of their inSecretary:
Lewisite, Dr. Fain asserts, is suf- housewives. The latter, found much
terference and blocking, which,
has not as yet been officially re- Stunner Raymond.
Professor Thomas Means
played. Parsons, a big thorn in
ficiently powerful to be used against more among the kitchen "trifles" has
coupled with careless defense work
leased.
(Connecticut
and
Merton,
'11)
the
side
of
the
Bates
secondary
in
^
:o:
modern cities with their high build- than did the men of the law. The the Bates-Maine game, performed
on the part of the Bates squad, led
Booth, George Russell—Bowdoin
Bowdoin
College
ings and ventilation systems and play, originally the short story "A admirably, especially against Bowto gain after gain by Colby, and
Brunswick, Maine
Cincinnati. Ohio
there is little likelihood of the dis- Jury of Her Peers", Is superbly doin. Maine had a play which worked Members:
finally culminated in Alden's eightyBrown.
Arthur
Albert—Maine
covery of more deadly gases.
written, every line subtly eloquent
two yard touchdown run. The Colby
Professor S. A. Ashby
Bangor, Maine
The country having the largest air either of character or of symbolism nearly every time when Parsons's end
line played good football on the de(Texas and Merton, '04)
involved: Parsons would circle
Davis,
Albert
Samual,
Jr.—Bowdoin
force could not put down a con- and suggested action. With the was
fense, as well, stopping several
his end in back of quarterback
University of Maine
Bound Brook, New Jersey
centration of poison gas over an area possible exclusion of a few passages from
Bates plays before they had started,
Means, take the ball from the latter
Orono, Maine
greater than a square imile, while rendered unconviucingly melodra- who
Helie, Leonard—Colby
and smearing most of the attempts
was
going
through
a
delayed
Dean
Paul
Nixon
the area of New York is about 300 matic 'by over-emphasis, the whole
Waterville, Maine
of King, Pricher et al to circle the
and circle around the other
(Connecticut and Balliol, '04)
square miles. Moreover,, the con- presentation was remarkably com- spinner,
wings. However, as the score might
Hill. Robert Cassell—Bowdoin
end
for
consistent
gains.
Bowdoin
College
centration would extend only 20 or mendable.
indicate, the game was not all oneSpringvale, Maine
The
two
Bowdoin
ends,
Davis,
and
Brunswick,
Maine
30 feet from the ground, so that a
Most of the acting fell upon the
sided, for the Bates line did put up
Leland. Hollis Littlefield—Maine
get the choice for the second and
room on the upper floor of a tall two women, the sheriff's wife and Kent,
a stubborn albeit ragged defense
Bangor. Maine
because of their superiority,
Professor C. J. Webber
'building would serve as a gas refuge. the neighbor of the murderess. As team
with Gilman, Berry, Stone and Cleour opinion, over Aldrich of
Murray, Frank Suther—Bates
(Maryland and Queen's, '14)
The air conditioning systems could Mrs. Hale, Florence Welle '34—in in
mons showing their usual form at
Maine, Hersey of Colby, and Bob
Auburn, Maine
Colby College
be used to clear out the gases.
the unpretentious judgment of the Kramer of Bates, the three whom
times. Moynihan, at full back provSanger, Richard Newhall—Bowdoin
Waterville. Maine
reviewer—gave one of the very best
ed a thorn in the Mules thistle (if
should say get honorable menArlington, Massachusetts
The committee meets to make its
THE universities of the world, performances of the evening. Her we
Joe iMur-phy is as good as any selections on Thursday, December Sewall, George Tingey—Bowdoin
Conti-butions by two Bates men mules eat thistles) by his hard
while making progress in the face and voice, used always with tion.them,
but he has been handi- 8th; the Secretary will notify the
Old Town, Maine
are to be found in the pages of The changing support of the line.
sphere of learning, have failed fine restraint, expressed rather of
Gay and Peabody Injured
by injuries, and didn't show committee of the exact time and Spingarn, Edward Dar.a Woodberry New Viewpoint, the first issue of
to provide public leadership and poignantly most of the emotional capped
Gay was taken from the field on
what he could have showed if in place. I am sending a copy ot this
Bowdoin
which appeared this month. An
gave little assistance in meeting intensity of the drama, without condition.
Troutbeck, Amenia. New York
letter to each member."
article Iby Valery 'Burati on "Maine: a stretcher due to a blow in the
paraimount political and economic which the play might have been
the tackles was a harder
Webb. John Allan—Colby
Yours sincerely,
Economics vs Tradition," has been head in the second period after inproblems during the depression. only mildly interesting and undis- job.Picking
Herb Berry. Stan Low of BowFRANK AYDELOTTE
Brockton. Massachusetts
used by this new paper, as well as tercepting a Colby pass, but he was
Howard Lee McBain, Dean of the turbing. Praiseworthy also was the doin. Tubby Stone, and Craig of
Respectfully yours,
Verv truly yours,
a poem from the Garnet of last not seriously hurt. It is believed
faculties of political science, philoso- work of all the others in "Trifles"— U. of M. all looked good to us. Low
THOMAS MEANS
THOMAS MEANS
year entitled "Beginning" and that Peabody, who played a scintilphy and pure science at Columbia of Frances Eckhardt '35. as the looked very good against Maine and
SECRETARY, Committeo
Secretary. Committe of Selection written by Abbott Smith, '34. lating game for the Mule, was
University, declared in his annual sheriff's wife; Russell Milnes '34. as good enough in the Bates-Bowdoin
of Selection.
State of Maine
Characterizing itself as "A Juornal rather severely injured when he was
report to Dr. Nicholas Murray But- the slow-witted farmer who appeared struggle to get the advantage over
for
Critical Youth," The New View- taken from the field in the later
ler, .made public recently.
first after the murder; William Stone, so we picked him, and left
point launches its first issue with a stages of the game.
"In the field of national and inter- Haver '35. and Bruce Pattison '33, Tubby to share second team honors
A belated Bates offense was startstatement of its purpose, to crystalnational economies and affairs the as arms of the law.
with Craig.
ed by a spectacular catch, on the
ize
liberal
thought
in
the
modern
year has been one of turbulence and
This second play left only one
Came the guards and plenty of
conflict of ideas. All the articles are part of Kramer of one of Valicenti's
tragic uncertainty," Dean McBain thing to be desired, and that from guessing. Sam Calderwood of iMaine
of an introductory nature, dis- passes, but this was doomed to failasserts. "In many spots of the world the audience, rather than from the seemed to us to be the only outcussing such subjects as "Looking ure when a pass from the hands of
almost anything might have hap- actors: quite unfortunately, especial- standing performer in this position.
Forward with Youth," "■Liberalism Roche was intercepted. King kicked
pened at any moment. A deal of ly in a drama of such seriousness, a We'll admit that the other three
in the Modern Conflict," "Liberty well in the latter part of the game
things did happen. The imyetery is few ill-timed titters at the familiar selections are just guesses, and
after several near blocked punts.
in the Colleges," and "Justic
that they were not of larger catas- friends in strange costume weakened yours are as good as ours.
What
about
It."
Poems
have
been
trophic consequences than they were, perceptibly the whole illusion creaGilman, we believe, is good
COLBY ECHOES
The first regular meeting of the
Members of the football squad, a used, such as "Begining" by Smith,
though the end is not yet.
ted 'by the good action.
enough for a first team berth. He's Bates chapter of Phi Sigma Iota will few faithful fans, and Coach and and "Freedom" by James Rus6ell
"In contrast, in the realm of uniat least as good as Reese, and better be held Thursday, Nov. 17. The Mrs. David B. Morey assembled in Lowell. There is also an article on
Men Have Last Word
By Jack Kugg
versity scholarship and learning the
Tables were turned, on this occa- than Dow, Putnam and Mills of society is starting with all new mem- the rain on Garcelon Field Thursday "New Forces in American, Literayear was one of unusual quietness sion, and the final word was enjoyed Colby. The other guard on the bers thi6 year and at the next meet- afternoon for the "burning of the ture." by Harry Hansen, and a short
In looking back over the afterand persistent pushing of the fron- by the men. George Kaufmans second team is a matter for the dice ing all the members will be initiated. dummy", traditional feature of the story based on a Depression incident noon certain high points somehow
tiers of knowledge and interperta- sparkling farce "K Men Played to decide. We pick Pete Mills, Sports The members are: Mildred Carrier last practice session of all Morey- and called "Individual Initiative," stick above the general sight of
tion. It is manifestly cause for regret Cards as Women Do" went Into Editor of the Colby Echo.
'33. Evelyn Crawford '34, Charlotte
contributed by John W. Fellows. As muddy men slipping in a soggy
teaims.
and perhaps for introspective inquiry even matters with the more deadly
Clemons and Cobb look like two Cutts '33, Angela D'Erico '34, Do- coached
Herbert Berry, as captain, applied stated on page two. The New View- field: Kramer's beautiful catch in
that in the world's present emergen- of the species. One would have a good centers. Somebody may find rothy Diggery '33, John Dobrovolskyi the torch to the dummy, and as the point is published "by and for youth" baseball fashion of Valicenti's pass
cies so little of light and learning difficult task choosing a fav°r'te fault in our picking Cobb over Milli- '33, Helen Hamlin '33, Elizabeth i remnants burned, Bates' head coach and purposes "to stimulate original in the third period—King's lighthas come out of the world's uni- among Charles Povey 34 Edward ken. but the Bowdoin-iMaine game is Lord '33. Louise Mallinson '34, Do-; spoke breifly Iconcerning the past and independent thinking." It is ning like support of the left side of
versities Not that it would neces- Curtin '36. Robert Kroepseh 33. ana our basis for the selection. Cobb rothy McAllister '34, Maxine Mc-j season, and concerning the ties that hoped that other Bates men will the Bates line—John Alden's eightysarily or even probably have been Bernard Drew '34, who temporarily somehow managed to get through Cormack '34. Arthur Merrifield '34,1 bind together football players the appear in the columns of this new two yard touchdown jaunt with
accepted and acted upon by the be- took upon themselves the exquisite between Milliken and Ackerman Doris Neilson '34, Theodore Proc-, world over. Coach Morey mentioned venture.
King in pursuit—Valicenti's catchwildered and harassed statesmen ot irrelevance of women who never every time, and tackled many a tor '34, Helen Shorey '34, Eileen especially the senior members of the
,
:o:
ing of punts and his speed in getthe hour, but whether from timid- progress beyond shuffling the cards Bowdoin runner from behind.
ting up from under a pile of Colby
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS '
Soper '34, Barbara Stuart '33, Elinor squad.
ity or perplexity the fact is that very and cutting the reputations of their
Barkflcld Selections
men—the distance
Colby hiked
Jere .Moynihan, in the absence of
Williams '33. Mary York '34.
Might assistance appears to have absent friends.
There seems to be a lot of backInfluenced by a number of re- every time they went into a huddle
The officers for this year are a regular cheer leader, officiated in
been proffered by the .men of uniRecognition ought also be gWen field men. Some of them ought to president. Prof. Angelo Bertocci; this capacity. He lead cheers for quests of off-campus students, the —the Bates band slipping and slidversities.
. the costume mistresses. Thelma have been out for guard jobs, or vice-president. Prof. Robert D. Sew- Morey and Spinks. and for the Student is going to leave the regular ing about Garcelon. Field during the
Finds Study More Serious
editions of its paper in the Library half—the fact that National GuardsKittredge and Florence James, the ends, and mayibe they could have ard; treasurer, John Dobravolsky seniors.
"Although such a matter is diffi- business manager. Edward Wilmot, rated All-Maine there; as it is. it '33; secretary. Dorothy Diggery '33.
.
:n:
—
on Wednesdays in the future.'
men do make officious ushers—Edcult to assess, I have a feeling that the stage manager, Walter Gerke. was very hard to get down to two
MEN OF "38 AND '34
ward Little and Lewiston High enIt
will
not
be
necessary
for
campus
NEW CHOIR MEMBERS
the national and world crisis of the and his valiant assistants who must men for each position. Paddy Davan
men and women to wait until tering en masse but not together,
year induced on the part of (students, have wrestled furiously with kit- of Colby. Johnny Wilson of Maine,
Congestion in the library ha6 Thursday for mail delivery.
evidently a throw back from th9
The college Choir has received forced
instructors and research workers in- chen stove, fireplace, pictures, chairs, Violette also of Colby, lead the
.Mrs. Roberts, the librarian,
morning's riot fiasco—the rapid disThe
papers
will
be
on
the
booknine
new
recruits
this
year,
coming
creased seriousness and continuity or and Prof. Robinson's wall hanging, signal-barkers, we believe., Burdell,
to make a few changes in the ac- case just behind the reserve book integration of the Colby band and
from
all
four
classes.
They
are
Amy
Purpose, while in many quarters 1 which has also swaddled many a of Bowdoin. both Gay and Valicenti
comodations for the junior and desk, and it is hoped that campus its charming leader—Colby's dishave had reports of a general rise in Greek king at commencement time. of Bates, and Means of Maine are Irish '33. Marcelleine Conley '34, senior men.
residents will co-operate with the approval of the referees and finally,
Helen
Goodwin
'34,
Elizabeth
Wilthe intellectual quality of the stuFor the fine music between plays nearly up to the first three we son '34. Glenna Hobbs '35, Ruth
In the future the men of these Student by not taking any of these the clear day .the muddy field and
dent body."
the audience has Clyde Holbrook,
classes may enjoy the added use of
limited in number. Dormitory the hard fought game.
It seemed hardly fair to pick Coan '36. Louise Geer "36, Beatrice the two outside tables in the copies
Norman DetMarco. and Almus Thorpe
girls
and
faculty members will reGrover
'36,
and
Nils
Lennartson
'36.
Daran and Wilson over Violette,
Generally speaking the conditions
PRESIDENT Hoover's appeal for
reference room for reserve book ceive their copies as in the past.
.—.
:o:
were best for a team of "mudders"
"unity of national action" was t0George Austin, '33, president of but the two first named pleased us
reading.
The
two
center
tables
in
the
Prosperity has always returned
Those
not
receiving
copies
may
comwarmly applauded in Wall the Players, announced that the •more than the Colby captain in the and will again.—John D. Rockefel- reference room are for students do- municate with Thomas Musgrave in playing simple hard football and
Street. His admonition that it is the Varsity Play would be presented
ing reference work only.
ler.
Roger Williams, telephone 84121.
Continued on Page 3 Col 0
Continued on Page 3 Col 5
December 15 and 16.
Continued on Page 3 Col 6

ANNOUNCE RHODES CANDIDATES
AND NOMINATING COMMITTEE

Murray '34 Only
Two Of State's
Bates Nominee
Committee Are On
Bowdoin Faculty
Among Aspirants

Two Bates Men
Contributors to
'New Viewpoint'

Articles By Burati '32
And Smith '34 Appear
In New Magazine

Phi Sigma Iota Burning Dummy
To Initiate New Feature of Last
Members Thurs. Football Practice

h>*c

m " »
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When, as guest speaker at an Armistice Day
chapel service, we have a man who is prominent hi the public life of the state, we are xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx\
constrained by the dictates of good taste "from
FOOTBALL. By Reed Hani*
too harshly criticizing what is said. Moreover, when that man KING
254 pp. Now York: Tlie Vanguard
happens to be the governor-elect of the State of Maine, to many
Press. «2.00
there may seem to be something of lese-majesty in an undergradu'Mr. Harris's book is a stirring
EDITOB - IN . CHIEF
ate's evaluation of that s>>eaker.
Clivo Knowles, '33
revelation of the inside story of
(Tel. 4284-M)
A respectful chapel audience, somewhat hushed by the thought what he has called a "royal mess
Publishing Office Tel. 4490
that this was indeed a serious occasion on which it was to pay its and "the «ore thumb of OUT eduMANAGING EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
IT&OBiM W. Mustfrav*-. '34
A. .T. Latham, ,lr., '33 respects to its ennobled brothers of yesterday, listened expectantly cational system." Not only has he
the inside story of football as
. (Tel. «4121)
(Tel. 83384)
for what this man. who holds the highest office the people of the told
it eoctets in most colleges today. buU
fituuil News Editor
ra Editor
State can confer, had to say. No doubt, it expected to hear the he has gone to the bottom of what
Frank Murray, '34
Elinor Williams, ■33
speaker commemorate with stirring words the men who had gone he believes to be a "rather rotten
(Tel. 4S4-.I)
(Tel. 320C)
Sabata Editor
Sports Editor
en, or perhaps it anticipated a (|iiiet effective speech calling the lcimon, American higher education.
Vincent Belleau. '3.1
Helen Aahe >33
i youth of today to rise to the heights that their older brethren had Despite the frequent manifestation
(Tel. 4074-M)
(Tel. 3207)
of ralbld prejudice, his work is
Woman's Athletics
Intercollegiate Editor
achieved.
always interesting and consistently
Dorothy O'Hara, '33
Mildred Hollywood, '33
What those present did hear was an adroit politician, who invigorating. Hfe portraits of footREPORTORIA1 STAFF
cleverly or otherwise, cloaked an appeal for the support of'his party ball men, coaches, alumni secreMargaret Ranlett, '33
Albert Oliver, '34
Frank Byion, '33
Theodore Keamon, '34
Dorothy Staples, '38
Kor»r Herl.y, '88
and the president elect in the guise of an analogy between the good taries, and college president® not
because of i
Kliiabeth Fosdick, '35
Kenneth Wood, '33
Amy Irish, '83
citizenship of the Bat
Willard Higgins, '35
Florence .lamp«, '33
Eugene Ashton, '84
Margaret Hoxie, '35
Leo Barry, '33
Marjorie Bennett, '34
which was demanded
Charles Kichter, '33
John Hanley, '34
Dorothy Kimball, '35
coming administra
Franklin -Berkover, '33
■lack RUCK. '34
Carl Milliken, '35
Clayton Hall. '33
Cliiirl.s Whipple, '34
Jean Murray, '35
attempted to combine the elements that go to make a good political author, one feels sorry for "puppet
Alice Purington, '33
D.iris W. MrAllisler, '34
Robert Kramer, '35
speech with elements that would be attractive to a college audience, ad-ministrations" which, without the
BUSINESS DEPABTMENT
MANAGING DEPARTMENT
irflueivce brought to bear on them by
Harold K. .Smith, '34 and that failed to do either.
Isidore Arik, '34
ihe Alumni, (the capital "A" being
Charles Povey. '34
Nathan Milouxy, '34
They were told about the football game on the morrow, and that Mr. Harris's denotation of the graduRichard MeAlieter, 'S3
Bond Perry, '35
•lame* Oliver, '35 undoubtedly, the governor-elect would be there cheering for Bates. ate who supports footfball—and the
Powers McLean, '35
Edward Dolan, '35
if it were possible; that they belonged to a country whose armies college.) might 'have some high
Francis Hutchins, '35
ideals ID mind for their charges.
Gordon Jones, '3."t
had never participated in a losing cause; that Hoover had done all With him, too, one is also sorry for
that
any
human
being
could
possibly
have
done
to
remedy
the
sitiiaSubscription, $2.50 per year In advance.
Single Copies, Ten Cent*.
the "very average . 'average man'
Written Xotice of change of address should be in the hands of the Business Manager jtion; that the speaker in his recent gubernatorial campaign had being
manufactured
under the
one week before the issue in which the change is to occur.
The Editor is responsible for the editorial column and the general policy of tna .said nothing to the detriment of Hoover; and that Roosevelt should American system.
"In
college
few
students
realpaper, and the Managing Editor of all the articles in the News Columns.
j commainl the loyalty of all, since he will enter the presidential office
Member of New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association.
ize what to happening to them—
Published Wednesdays during the College Year by Students of Bales College.
! with as great a desire to render service as any of his predecessors.
just how they are being hamEntered as second class matter of the poet office at Lewiston, Maine.
i What type of speech could have been better adapted to influencing
mered and bent and moulded
1
into tin-soldier similarity. But
Printed by Le Messager Publishing Company, Lewiston, Maine.
an audience which was predominantly Republican, than this speech
for those who do realize, or
was .
even
half realize, we unay be
Is There A Doctor A brilliant half-back catches a punt and
"Where there is no vision, the people perish."
thankful.
From them come the
Marts up the field, skillfully eluding drivalumni (small "a")—the people
In The Crowd?
ing tacklers who miss him by inches, until
who have become intellectually
he is brought down with a resounding
alert, the men and women who
ha-ve 'managed to squeeze somethud by an opposing back. He does not get up. Immediately a trainthing real from this rather roter rushes onto the field and begins to work over the unconscious
ten lemon. American higher
player. At last he stirs slightly, and then moans, "Oh! My back."
education."
The trainer, with the help of a teammate, succeeds in raising the
The extent to which a reader in
college will be convinced by (Mr.
dazed man to his feet, but the injured man's legs buckle under him
Harris's arguments and attacks
and he has no control of his body. Finally, a stretcher is procured
against football primarily and the
aad the man is carried off. In this case it happened to be a Colby
college itself secondarily, will vary
player.
with 'prejudices. But there are some
By MII.»I>RK1> HOIiLYWObn
assertions and facts which even the
It is evident that the customary attention that is given to footWalter
Lippman
has
unearthed
moj't loyal Alumnus or undergraduball men injured on the playing field is for the most part distinctly
Vermont Cynic- gives a new twist the fact that President Wilson, were ate or college official cannot deny.
amateurish and entirely inadequate. In the case that has been men- to the Eddie Cantor idea of college he defeated in the 191C "presidential The "tin-god" position of football
tioned above, the man might have had a displaced vertebrae, in bred by defining it as bread which election, contemplated appointing coaches varies in different instituwhich case any careless movement of his body might have been requires a fearful amount of dough, the Republican nominee, Hughes, tions, as does, consequently, the exis seldom self-raising, and usually
of State and bringing about tent to whib his salary might imfatal. Nevertheless, the scene has been repeated on countless occa- 'proves* to be nothing more or les6 Secretary
the resignation of himself and the prove the faicuilty. Discussing this
sions. Student trainers have little, if any, knowledge of the nature than a four-year loaf. Ho, Hum.
vice-president. This action would matter and the influence of the
of the injuries a player, may suffer, and yet they are allowed to
have automatically made the win- Alumni." Mr. Harris writes:
God iiiadi- women, Carson-X'-w- ning
candidate
president
four
manipulate and handle men in such a way that permanent injury man College believes, 'beautiful and
"Alumni (capital "A") publications are constructive—they
may result. Let it be understood that this is not in any way a re- fooliish—'beautiful, so that men months before the usual inaugural
day. Wilson's reasons were that thei will urge more -building and
flection on the work of the trainer of tlie Bates team during the might lo-ve them and foolish, so that country faced a crisis and that the
bigger football fields while the
past season. There are many invaluable services which a student they might love men. This coHlege in-coming
administration
should
-Faculty needs a hundred compeclaims that skiing is just "isport- immediately assume responsibilities.
trainer can render to a team in giving rub downs, taping and in aV:o
tent additions. They will call
model language stripped down to get Such an action on the part of Presifor better teams and urge the
sponging off men who come out of the came.
more speed with less horsepower." Is dent Hoover is advised and urged
appointment of overpaid coaches
At least for home games, however, a trained physician or doctor that what you ca.ll being really nice? by many.
while academic standards drop
should go onto the field and examine every man who has been inThe
results
of
the
election
clearly
into the mire. They aid proThe Bates Student is termed a
jured sufficiently to be unconscious. In case of leg injuries, he should "regular hard-boiled newepaiper" in show that the present administragress, but the progress is downtion
does
not
en-joy
nation-wide
conperform whatever diagnosis may be necessary in order to determine the St. John High School paper. No
bill and rapid."
Coinciding with this arguA chaipter devoted to student pubthe Hature and extent of the injury. In this way much of the un- wonder we're tough, says you. just fidence.
ment
is
the
obsolescence
of
the
lame
the steak we chew. Such hard
lications treats the author's own excertainty as to the condition of a player would be removed, and the faimple
duck
session
of
Congress
and
the
work must bring some kind of repulsion from Columbia University
four month interval between elec- for an editorial attack in the
players would have more confidence in the attention which they sults, huh?
tion
and
inauguration
of
the
chief
received when injured.
Columbia Spectator on the college
R. U. has a rather unique organ- executive. It would seem that in commons. He also discusses the exization in the "Fa" clulb. It is an order to keep the country from pulsion or forced resignation of
As Maine
"As Maine goes, so goes the nation."
'marking time' that the newly some twenty other student editors.
The old saying proved true again this year for exclusive club for men only. The elected
administration should be He write? in part:
members are all lovers of good
Goes, So Goes
Maine came through by going Democratic in music, food, and liquor "in modera- immediately installed.
"In the treatment 'meted out
the state elections in September and Republican tion", and mustibe aiMe to sing "Fa"
From all appearances. President
to college editors, we have a
in the presidential election of this month. Perhaps the voters of this in any key. You big meanies, you Hoover intends to retire on March 4.
key to the immaturity of Ameristaid old Republican state were ashamed of their impulsiveness in would have to stick 1n that last It is rumored however, that he will
can students. They are kept that
confer with the President-elect on
requirement
when
you
know
I
can't
way by the mien who watch
electing a Democratic governor and so swung back into the column protect my voice unless I go walk- important issues such as the curtheir every move. As soon as an
of Republican states.
rent debt question.
ing.
undergraduate editor begins to
The reasons for the Democratic victory in the state elections
wake up and speak in criticism
The Pathfinder analyzes man
Although large sums of gold were
are so evident that even "he who runs may read." The Portland thuely:
of tihings as they are, he is
sent last .month from England and
bound, gagged and. If conveEvening News held that the factors which led to trtie downfall of the Symbol: Bo. An important member France
to the United
States
nient, tossed into the world outcf sez-i-it-y.
Republicans were internal dissension within the grand old party itTreasury these European countries
side
the university, perhaps for
self, revelations last winter that many prominent Republicans had Occ-urence: Can be found wherever are seeking postponement of further
fear lest he demoralize the more
ladies
live.
payments
pending
conferences
on
accepted money from Insull, the militancy of the Democratic party, Physical
timid students by whom his
Properties:
Colorless, the debt situation. So interrelated
writing is to be read. . . Seldom
the desire for a change in the 18th Amendment and the depression. various shapes, and sizes. Appears are the debts of these countries and
is he malicious or publicityVaiery Burati '32 writing for a new magazine of liberal thought, small but usually appears big. Bull German reparations that the present
seeking."
but
brightens
when
polished.
Surface
disability of Germany to pay renders
the New Viewpoint, mentions one other factor which undoubtedly
Mr. Harris is not purely desface seldom unprotected by cover- these countries disable to settle u.p.
influenced the vote of many of the working class. He writes, "Even of
ing of bristles. Shrinks when near •At least that is the line of thought tructive, but offers a very definite
the brutal, spirit-killing tactics of Lewiston's Republican-controlled a better "bo" and inflates when that those couutries bring forth to program of improvement. His chief
Board of Registration, which disenfranchised 350 eligible voters ftv.led with ipride.
Remarkably sack-holding Uncle Sam. In reality recommendation is that HJR.H. King
pliable,
and
can
be
easily
molded, the European countries including Football be exiled "to the land of
who, thru no fault of their own, were on the poor lists of the city,
and honest professionalism."
with
a
little
experience,
by
feminine
Germany decided at Lausanne that open
could not -shoulder off defeat." Penetratingly clear in his insight he hands.
Hiding under characteristically loud
■Germany
would
need
pay
no
more
adds, "Though Maine's citizens are habitually gulled by propaganda Chemical Properties: Exceedingly reparations if the United States guffaws and cries of "Youth!" and
in their schools and press, their politics is motivated by reason, when active. Has a marked affinity for would cancel the debts. Immediately "lnexperienice!", educators will only
requiring
woman's following thi'5 there was a concen- laugh at much oif King Football. But
personal distress is sharp enough to penetrate the hide of tradition greenbacks.
famed
ingenuity
in
the
process
of trated appeal from all countries to perhaps another Carnegie report
What Maine and the rest of the nation need is not politics and
separating them. Absorbs quantities the United States to cancel the debts. similar to the one of 1929. asisted
propaganda, but economic action and bread."
of food, Chesterfields, and Lucky England and France appealed in the by continued "murders." and a few
It is much more difficult to attempt to explain why Maine voted Strikes. Sours easily when neglected name of economic recovery while years development in student attiagainst H.R.H. will combine to
as it did in the presidential elections. Perhaps the forces of but is reetorable, with proper treat- Mussolini «aid that the debts would tude
dethrone h'm. and to show the truth
ment
to
original
state.
Subject
to
never
be
collected
anyway
and
that
traditionalism were strong enough to recoup their forces between
spontaneous combustion, and bursts the best course for American pride wherewith Mr. Harris has spoken so
September and November; perhaps the people of Maine rued their into flame, forming hot air.
well. Let him whom the shoe fits. . .
was cancellation.
action in repudiating the Republican party, and so came back
A. S.
There are many arguments for
The average expenditure for a both sides. Many prominent Ameristrongly in favor of Hoover.
date with a co-ed at Deniaon Univ. cans
favor immediate cancellation.
It is just possible that what has happen el in Maine may be is just ten cents, an investigation by
indicative of a predicament that the whole country will face four the icaimpuB newapaiper disclosed. The in-coming administration, however expressly stated in it's platform j
years from now, if some drastic legislation, modifying greatly what Wonder if they have there a dating that debts would not be cancelled.
bureau
like
at
Arkansas
Poly,
a
slidw* now have, is not passed. The people of Maine blamed the
More than this the Democratic party
ing scale of iprfcee according to the has always been known as an inThe second in a series of aiterRepublicans for all of their woes and misfortunes of the past four desirability
of the date secured. tensely 'national' party and one of noon teas was held in Rand recepyears and at the first opportunity, they registered a protest in no First choice costs a 'quarter. If the
tion
room November 13 and was
it's spokesmen, Hearst devotes great
uncertain manner, thus indicating that even a Maine farmer is second is the one procured, the space
attended by a large number of the
in
his
papers
to
the
effect
that
susceptible to change once every sixteen years. However, upon a charge is twenty five cent®. Some the debts shall not be cancelled. One college women. Mrs. Chase, Mrs.
fine bargains can- be 'picked up could see in thi6 present strong McDonald. Mrs. Rowe. and Mrs.
closer examination of what they had got by a change in their state very
for the good old dime.
appeal from Europe, recognition of Ramsdell poured and members of
government, they decided that perhaps after all they would be
the fact that the present administra- the student government board servbetter off as they were before, and so capitulated.
Holy Cross received recently a two tion is more susceptible to debt ed.
foot boa-constricter in a shipment of cancellation.
During the tea, Ellen Bailey '36
bananas. And of course some bright
gave a violin solo, with Caroline
young thing seized the opportunity
The unprecented Socialist vote Blake '36 at the piano. Marjorie
to remark that "nature in the shove
many things. Taking into Fairbanks '36 entertained with piano
bananas is seldom mild." Ho. hum.
in the last hour of the
consideration the belief that most selections
tea.
By Kid.A WHI'l-XKR WHJCGX
The Text claims that the human 'protest' votes went to the DemoMary O'Neil is chairman of the
brain is a wonderful organ. Oh sure, crats the election vote obtained by committee
in charge of these Sunthe socialist party demonsrates that
it
starts
working
as
soon
as
we
If all the end of this continuous striving
the liberal trend is nationwide and day afternoon teas and is assisted by
awaken
in
the
morning
and
never
Were simply to attaint,
that the voting public is being Catherine Condon '35. The teas are
stops till we get to class.
aroused by thoughts of social re- sponsored by the student governHow poor would seem the planning and contriving
This week's gardenia goes to Mr. forms. Perhaps the most note- ment board.
The endless surging and the hurried driving
John
Edgar Park tor this hitting- worthy is that two of our larger ed native ability. Socialism promises
Of body, heart and brain !
the-nail-on-the-head statement in his industrial cities and two of our reforms that will gradually do away
"New Horizons". He says, "The largest colleges showed strong with such injustices, and to the
But ever in the wake of true achieving,
greatest distance in the world lies Socialist tendencies. Milwaukee and party
such reforms the
between 'I am going to do if and 'I Balitmore cast large Socialist votes workeradvocating
There shines this glowing trail—
naturally turns. Not only
while Columbia and New Yorks
have
done
if.
The
road
is
always
8
al
Some other soul will be spurred on, conceiving
' Jv "*£w
"latfo™ attract
torn up between these two points, University were overwhelmingly for ?wf
the
worker.
The
student,
in spite of
New strength and hape. in its own power believing,
so that, although it seems to be a Thomas. Realization that the present his idealistic point of view,
Because thou didst not fail.
short distance, it is atmost impass- economic and social system is far to the Socialist party because turns
that
from that which is possible in this
able".
country has occured to many. The party promises that the educated
Not thine alone the glory, aor the sorrow,
The Hollywood week-end cheer descriptive phrase 'full granaries man, the leader, the organizer, the
the professional man will
was Skidaten, skidoten, doom. and breadlines' has come to mean educator,
If thou dost miss the goal.
„
Skidee-weedie-wa-wa, doom, skidoon. more to millions of people. It covers OCCUD
?r fn "nportant station in
Undreamed of lives in many a far to-morrow
oc
Sure, it's inane but via the telephone the facts that, the country is rich' « '»''gtic state.
From thee their weakness or their fsroe shall
and earnestly murmured before a in natural resources that are ex-! wh> .r.nMM ™J7.
^
„J
borrow—
harassed waiter, it produces sur- plotted by a few, that those few thai the Rafel liSEST, 5 ?2S2
prising (I prefer mild words) not derive most of the .benefits, that a!2S StoT-fiW teMI} S^S
On, on ambitions soul.
to say, unexpected results. Try it man is partially made by his parents' j SXiSftSSJT alUys\avTtn7 to£
and then run.
social or financial status irregardless debating te«^Bo^nGWb.
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Distinguished
Chapel Speakers

I Book Review 3

WOWm
NEW3

Student Govt TeaJUJ
In Rand Last Sunday

GOES WHERE THE
DOLLARS ARE
Advertisinenls today nm-l contact laying dollars - - not. merely buying desires.
They must mingle with purchasers rattier than just people
They must meet
orders not hoarders or circulation
Space buyers mii"t peck into purses.
700 Bates college men and women subscribers have thousands of potential dollars at their disposal each year.
At Bates, the STT'DEXT goes where the
dollars arc - - - It sells when selling 18
difficult.

Bates Student
AN

AGGRESSIVE COLLEGE
FIFTY-NINTH

PAPER

IN

ITS

YEAR OF CIRCULATION

Ruth Seabury Says Qhandi
Is Qreatest Living Person
"Ghandi is the greatest living!
person in the world today," is the I
interesting statement made by Miss |
Ruth Seabury, Educational Secreta-:
ry of the American Board of Con- ;
gregationa.l -Churches who spoke in
chapel -October 31. In her world!
travels, she once had the privilege,
of staying at the home of this
empire-disturbing figure. dhandi's
greatness, she believes, lies not in
the political and economic views he
holds amd with which Miss Seabury
does not whole-heartedly agree, lint
lies rather, in his fine idea'lisim, his
breadth of view, and the powerful
•hypnotic influence he exerts over
his fellow country-men.
Not only has Miss Seabury met
Ghandi m her world-wide travels.!
but she has also been fortunate!1
enough to meet other personalities
equally forceful and impressive. She
includes in her -cosmopolitan acquaintances
Chinese
men
and
women; "^Ma" Black, the mountain '
doctor, nurse, and comforter about
whom she spoke so feelingly Monday
morning, and scores of students
with whom she has come in contact
both here and abroad.
Her work with young people |
takes her to all sorts of strange and '
out-of-the-way places. Her stay at j
a caimel inn is not an unusual oc-'

curence in her varied and rich
experiences, but rather, a typical
lent of what she encounter.- |g
her work of promoting world friendship*. Next, .uinniier it is taking her
to England where she is to ii» the
ic.uirr at the British Conference of
Student.!.
While in bewteton, Miss Beabury
addrr-- 1 the young people of I.. •«■: stoii-A ubtir-ii at the High S
Congn'^rational Church, and also
spoke at the first meeting of the
World Friendship Institute.

The Friendly Book
Educative, certainly, if not sweet.
are the u&es of adversity: the lest
I v y •-:■■- have gotte far to make he
a bookish tuition, according to fign ; Mt'.y complied by the A
Library Association. Out on the
:
!'i i • Coast, where even pergTOW biggest and bc*t—in
S
: irtl u ! Bald Loe Angeles—
the average citizen borrowed nine or
I D :>> k.; a year from his public
library in 1931 instead of his previous - v- n or eight in the piping
Elm 3 nt' 1929. In Dayton, Akron and
Cleveland. Ohio, the increase was as
cl or greater.

t aooitfi
ABOUT

1864,

farmers began to grow White
Burley Tobacco. A few casks
were taken to the St. Louis
Fair in 1867 and sold for
58c a pound.
White Burley Tobacco is
used to make Granger. It
is the best pipe tobacco that
grows.
You will notice the difference as soon as you light
up your pipe of Granger. It
burns slower, smokes cooler
and never gums a pipe.

Ambition's Trail

YOU CAN DEPEND ON A LIGGETT & MYERS PRODUCT

£S
PAGE TITEEE
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GOVERNOR-ELECT BRANN PAYS
TRIBUTE TO HERBERT HOOVER

The Best College Souvenir
A Bates Year Book ,

Austin '33 Second
Student Chapel
Speaker of Year

— As lasting as recollection —
SUBSCRIBE TO

The 1933
"MIRROR"

Speaks On Requirements For Success
After Graduation
George Austin '33 was the Chapel
speaker Wednesday. Nov. 9. He proposed that each student, especially
members
o* the senior class,
ask
himself the question, "Can I prove
myself hi the world? Have I something to offer?"
He described th<>
differences between the requirements
for success 1n the world after graduation and as members of the college,
and expressed the conviction
that
the following qualities are necees:
"for success in work after college:
responsibility and the ability to do
a thorough job regardless of the
of work required, a ""mature eBthu6iasm" which lasts until the end of
the task is reached;
the power to
think as an individual and to solve
personal
problems
withou'
aid.
These qualities are as Important to
the student as to the graduate. In
closing, Austin recalled the words
of a preceding chapel talk end added
his own suggestion to them.
"Come on, let's go; let's prove
ourselves".
Austin
is the
second
student
speaker in Chapel, this year.. He is
an
active member of
the
senior
class and is prominent in
several
phases of college life. He is president
of the 4A Players, a member of the
choir, glee club, and the McFarlane
club. We is business manager of the
Mirror.

(The charge is five dollars. The entire amount mav
bo placed on the second semester term bill, or two dollars
may he paid before January 15 and the remainder on
receiving the book.)

T. J. Murphy
Fur Company
Est. 1873
Lewiston,

Maine

There is a young lady in college
Who of furs has very keen knowledge.
So sec where she goes
To buy her sport clothes
Its to MURPHY'S the store for the college.

Woolen
Jackets

CAIi

FOR

83364

"A-meri'.-a is suing on to
better
and finer conditions than
she has
known in femve."
This
was
the
message which Governor-elect Louis
J. P.rann. speaking on the fiilbjet of
Armistice Day,
brought
to Bates
students In chapel last Thursday. Mr.
Brans stated
that the
people of
America
were
becoming
better
citizens, neiiis -more interested
in
government, as indicated by the recenl presidential election.
The Governor-elect spoke
of his
b regard tor Bates College, and
I his deep respect for those
9 men who sacrificed their lives
in tbe Gnat War. Looking up at the
i'.-.'
bis bead,
he dei that Bates "had given full
Ice" in fhat war.
He paid tribute to President Hoov r, sayii g "President Hoover, who
was di fi ati I, has made wary attempt that
a human
being could
make to better the conditions which
confronted him." Judge'Brann also
said of the President-elect. Franklin
D.
Roosesveist,
that he
did not
believe that any man will ever enter
upon the presidency with any more
to si ■•• than Mr. Roosevelt.
Judge Brann's address followed
Sylvester Carter's singing of Kipling's "Recessional", to de Koven's
music.
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By lMHtOTHY K. O'HARA

CHRISTMAS Greeting Cards
Personal and Assorted

GORDON JONES
6 WEST PARKER

75 U

From $3-

Armistice Day Speaker
Believes President
Did His Best

P

fp

*z???:mm

Suede, Leather Jackets from $6.75
Display At Rand, Friday, Nov. 18
SAY

IT

WITH

ICE

CRE-vM

George A. Ross

"Paris
Says It ft

ELM STREET

Bates 1904

Garnet and Black (lames.
The Garnet
and Black
(latins
were played off last week with the
following results:
Seniors: First game—Score 4 to 4.
Goals tor Garnet: 1, Peg Ranlett,
Mil Hollywood. 2. Deb Thompson.
For Black: 1, Pal Littlefleld, 3,
Ronnie Melcher.

Wilder, Oliver.
.-ecDiid
game—Score
1
to
1.
Goarls
for Garnet:
1, Murray.
Blaaks: 1, Oliyer.
Freshmen: First game :Score Garnets 4 to 1. Goals for Garnet: 4,
Webber, Blacks: 1, Ham.
Garnet
and Blacks
Final
Game:
Score Blacks—3 to 0.
Tennis Tournament Completed.
The Tennis Tournament
finished
last week, and the Freshmen were
wi'iiers in all groups.
Results: —
Advanced—Carolyn Blake '36
Intermediate—Connie Redstone •3 0
Beginners—ISarhaia Young '36
Riding.
The riders have fallen
back in
their ten lessons because of weatn•er.
However .they will have
till
Thanksgiving to make
up the lessons.

Mrs* Thurman Interprets
Artistic Spirit of Negros
Also Discusses Attitude Of Foreign Students
In Her Evening- Lecture At Chase Hall
—Sylvester Cartel Vocal Soloist

All-Maine
Continued from Page One

games we saw.
Davan is by rights
only a second-string quarterback on
the iJolfoy eleven, but what a ballcarrier! His work in the Bates game
was good. Johnny Wilson as a forward passer and all-around general
. B wonder: t-o is Violette. We con-1
riider it a triple tie for the position,!
and only with
misgivings
present!
the above arrangement.
There were enough half-backs to
Continued from Page One
supply all the New England college!
taking to the air.
Dolby's with material
for a generation to
powerful offense was stopped by the i come. Pricher and Heinie Hubbard
rugged Bates line, but one play was take the Chechoslovakian
lollypop
perfect and the Mules scored.
The as first prize, however, as the best
two clubs were relatively even in Individual stars of the series.
Prithe kicking department with Alden
h r is our number one choice, and
and Brud
King
getting
off long Hubbard'S work
in the Bates and
punts.
Maine garnets
with
Bowdoin
was
nearly as good. We select the Maine
Colby made four different drives, offerings: Favor and Romansky, for
passing up all four opportunities to a second teaon combination, and do
finally score on one
perfect
piny not believe anybody will differ un
while Bates
launched two
drives - to
offer
Alden
of Colby
as
an
which failed.
alternate. Favor has had a very, v
season
with
a couple of
Speaking of line power there was hnky
little choice between
the two for- victories due to his passing. Romansky as an all around backfield ball I
ward walls, but the more powerful
!
and aggressive
Colby ball carrier carrier is more than suitable. Alden.
and Locke, of Colby get honoraiblo
over-balanced this.
mention. Brud King
wasn't in the
running quite long enough to merit
The Summary:
HACKS
COL-BY recognition.
Kohertshaw.
the Maine fullback,
.Murphy, (Dobrovolsky, Kramer) le
Colby
re Wilson, (R. Pea body) and Arnold "Jim" Peabody.
during
the
B. rry. It
rt Brodie star who was injured
Oilman. (Taylor) Ig
rg Dow Bates-Colby game, can toss-Uip for
Clemotit-. <■
e bar? the first string assignment on this.
paper's All-Maine. There were a lot
Soba, (Gorham) rg
lg Putnam, (Mills) | of good backfield men who, though
Stone, rt
It Dexter not earning up to the standard these
two stars set this year, can be said
Swett, iMendall, HilL) re
le Mersey (Davidson* to be good. Knowles and Sloynahan,
Of Bates, and Richardson
of BowGay, i VBliceni i i (|b
(|1> Violette (Havan, Hucke) doin lea dthe (tack, lioynahan'e work
Pricher iKing. Roche) lhb
, in the Colby game was especially
rhb Alden. (Dyer) good.
Wilmot. (McCarthy)
rhb lbh Locke
Knowles. i Moyiiihan ) lb
fb A. l'eabody, (Violette)
Score:
Colby: O
7
0
0—7
Touchdown, Alden.
Point
after
Continued from Page One
touchdown, Violette
(place
kick).
Etefei
S. H. Mahoney,
(B. C); duty of the Republican party "after
empire.
W.
S. I anneli,
(Tufts);
the fourth of March
to cooperate
Linesman. P. C Rogers,
(Wesley- with our opponents in every sound
nn.) ; Field
Judge.
<;. H.
Vinall, measure for the restoration of pros(Springfield). Time of periods: fif- perity'" was regarded as a graceful
teen minutes.
nre which will do much to soften

Colby Wins, 7-0

From the News

Si and game—Score Blacks 5 to
1. Coals
for Garnet:
1, Hollywood. Black: 1, Lord, 2, Melcher,
Littlefleld.
Juniors: First game—Score 1 to 1.
Coals for Garnet: 1, Connie Fuller. Black: 1, Martha Chick.
the animosities created in a bitter
Second game—Score Blacks 4 to
KoMARCO PLAYS
1. Coals for
Garnet: 1, Shorey.
Norman De-Marco,
leader of the campaign. Wall Street, it was again
convinced
that harBlacks: 2. Chick, Rcid.
Little Symphony, whose violin selos indicated, is
monious
action
by
Congress
to
Sophomores:
First
game—Score entertained chapel services last year.
, will again
appear
at the regular hasten the economic recovery may be
Garnets '■'■ to 2. Coals for Garnet:
expected, beginning in DecembBT.
1, Frye. 2 -Murray.
Blacks:
1, servl e to-flnorrow morning.

Is i: true that American students
are excited only by football?
Sub a question, said Sue Bailey
Thurman last Thursday evening at
Chase Hall, Is typical of those asked
by students abroad. In company with
another colored girl, an American
Indian, and Bern rtfl white students.
Mrs. Thurman represented American
students
in a recent trip
abroad.
The above question was asked by a
i of Italian student*,
though
similar ideas prevail among students
of other
countries.
Though
she
di '.'ended her countrymen by showing that American students really
do take an ■ '■' ' Bt in politics and
national affairs, Mrs. Thurman was
led while in
Mexico
by tbe difference which really
axis) i. College students in the latter
country have shouldered
with
an
almost middle-aged air the problems
of government and religion which
there. The contrast with our
own attitude is quite obvious.
Negro Culture
Following this
introductory disci sion.
the speaker showed
the
contributions of
negro culture
by
its reflection in music. She chose to
illustrate
this
by
teaching
the
ihl 1 group two negro spirituitich she regards as best representatives of the religious
and artistic spirit
of her people.
These
were
' (".inibin"
Jacob's Ladder",
an 1 "We'll Come to Anchor Soon".
She was joined by Sylsvester Carter
:; 1 in l< ading the singing.
Mr. Garter followed this with two
short
iBa typical
of
negro
music, pleasing
his listeners with
the beauty of his baritone voice. He
tidied under some of America's
best teachers, and expects to continue soon In Europe. Last summer
he made a very successful tour of
the United States and Canada.
The program was concluded by an
Interpretation
of the
mood
and
thoughts of an old colored woman,
put into niiisi,
by a contemporary
composer, pined by Mrs. Thurman.
it was regretted that lack
of time
did not permit her to sing.
A graduate of Oberlin. Sue Bailey
Thurman lives at present in Washington. D. C. where her husband is
a professor
at Howard University.
it r present
tour has
taken
her
through "tost of the New England
colics s. At various times she has
appeared at
almost
one hundred
American colleges, speaking
chiefy
on a racial questions in their relations to music, and the attitude of
the American student.
The lecture was sponsored by the
Y. W. and Y. M. C. A., and was one
nl" the Bust joint meetings of the two

organizations.

Hair is shorter, waves are wider, and curls are
plentiful, though very flat—Let us give you this
attention, so you may wear your hair a brandnew way for a brand-new season!
Special for the Co-eds!!

Finger Waves—50c

T)ewitt Beauty Shop
LEWISTON,

40 PINE STREET,

MAINE

TEL. 3644

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON
Main Street
&

YEAR BOOKS

SCHOOL PAPERS

PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS
95-99

MAIN

STREET.

PROGRAMS

ft.

GOOGIN

.&

Harry L. Plummer

FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801
Phone*
114 Bates Street
LEWISTON

AUBURN. MAINE
ANNOUNCEMENTS
^____

PORTRAIT—Commercial and J
Finishing Photography-

1800
JKm«M
AUBOBN

67

e, topi

New Studio
MOST

COMPLETE

AND

OT-TO-DATS

Luggage Store BMt of Borton

Lewiston,

Fogg's Leather Store
123 MAIN ST,

At 135 Main St.,
-

Maine.
© 1932,

GROUND FLOOR

UBWISTOir, HAIW

BILL

TAXI
404*

Tbe Barber
For

Eds and Co-Eds

UNION SQUARE TAXI OO.
171 MAIN STREET

J,

CHA6E HALL

WHEELER

Berman's

Cor. MAM and MIDDLE STB.

BASS MOCCASINS AND SHOES
SUEDE JACKETS

Clothing Co.

For Good Clothes and
Furnishings

SpeoM ateeount circa «•

57 Main Street.

tewllton.

THE young man is saying the
reason he smokes Chesterfields
is because they satisfy.
The young lady agrees with him
She says:"They click with me, too.
I'm not what you'd call a heavy
smoker. But even I can tell that
they're milder. Besides, I always
THE

CIGARETTE

THAT'S

MILDER

have a kind of feeling that Chesterfields taste better."
She's right. Chesterfields are
just as pure and wholesome as
Nature and Science can make them.
And we have upwards of 90 millions of dollars invested to ensure
their mildness and better taste.
THE

CIGARETTE

THAT

TASTES

LIGGETT

& MYERS

TOBACCO CO.

THEY'RE CLICKING
BETTER

WITH MILLIONS

IWP
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PACE FOUR

Twenty-Seven
To Be Speaker Receive Varsity
At Politics Club Football Awards

Gov.-Elect Brann

5PDRT5
COIWEMTS

To Address Club Dec. 5 Ten Grid Letter Men
In Chase On New
Are Sophomores—18
Administration
Seniors Get Letters

By VIXCEXT BEJLLEAU
The Sports Department of the
Student wishes to convey sincere
sympathy to the relatives of
filial j Georgo Houle, who died
iiHontly while a freshman at
Bates, and a member of this
department.
His passing is an
occasion for sorrow for all of us.
imOWX-COI.l'MBIA
BROADCAST THRilJ.IXG
Wo hope that when these people
who want to ban radio broadcasting of big football games argue the
imatter out again, as they will
no
doubt do when another grid season
rollcs around, they realize that there
are a lot of people, too uoor to travel
distances to wherever the games are
being played, who get a lot of enjoyment from the radio reports. We
listened to Brown edge Columbia
7-fi the day following Armistice, and
what a game!
That last quarter,
iprobably
a
classic of football history, saw so
many drives all the way down the
field that Graham McNamee couldn't
shoot the plays over the air waves
fast enough for dizzy grid fans who
had assembled around our radio.
RADIO IJSTEXKBS AS
EXCITED AS SPECTATORS
Believe it or not, people who were
sprawled around arm
chairs with
nothing but a radio linking
them
with
Cliff Montgomery*s performances got as big a kick out of the
giime as if they'd been there watching him.
It occured to
us that the radio
has done much
to popularize
the
grid sport
in the last few years.
Instead
of keeping
people
away
from the big games, as some would
maintain,
it seems to
us that the
radio is attracting more
cash customers to the big stadiums.
For
example, we feel
we know
more
about that team from Brown, and
have more of an urge to go to
Providence on Thanksgiving Day to
see Brown meet Colgate,
than we
would
have had we not had the
chance to listen to the Brown-Columbia broadcast. Radio
or no radio,
people
who want to travel to see
the
game do so;
the
broadcasts
satisfy the demands of those who
can't afford the tripe, and as 6uch
ought to be maintained.

Governor-Elect Louis J. Brann, of
Lewiston. has been secured by the
Men's Politics Club as speaker for
a special meeting of the club to be
held Monday, December 5, in Chase
Hall.
The Governor will speak on his
coming
administration,
and
the
policies which are likely to be foremost among those to be taken up by
the state government. The meeting
will not be the usual type of open
meeting, but admission may be secured by advance application to the
clot)
officers.
Members
of
the
women's Politics Club have already
been invited to attend.
The meeting i« scheduled for 7:45.
15 men leaves
the Bates
football
ranks presumably pretty well
depreciated.
The abundance of veterans, however, and a good supply
of frosh
replacements, will make up for the
loss, it is hoped. Of the men who
are leaving. Berry has probably seen
more service than any
other
one
player. Herb played a regular tackle
his sophomore
year. He has been
rated as All-Maine since that year.
MOKE SPORTS:—-Al Buck. Sports
Editor of
the
Portland
Evening
News, waxes political in his column
Just now. advocating such cabinet
nominations as Jack
Sharkey for
Secretary of the depreciated Treasury. etc
Al must have been
plenty sore, by the way, when he was
refused admission to the press box
between the halves
of the BatesColby game. . . . Paramount News'
shots of the late Yale-Army game
were more than interesting; Vidal
and
Buckler might
have
known
cameras were right over them; they
certainly performed in a spectacular
manner for the news-reels.... The
Student was trying two weeks ago
this morning to locate Ray Thompson a confirm a track
rumor just
before the paper went to press. He
wasn't to be found
however;
the
reporter was
told the Coach
had
disappeared
mysteriously
in
the
morning; it so turned out that the
coach was at that moment pacing up
and down hospital corridors;
Mrs.
Thompson gave birth that morning
to another future athlete. . . . Fred
Lie* in the New York Evening Post
tells of baseball the way the Mexicans play it. punctuated with young
riots whenever a player
disagrees
with the armed
umpire;
another
thing. Lieb says that the Mexicans
expect to have a good
team,
but
also expect that the visiting American players will be better than their
own home boys and lick them; bush
league visitors have fared just flftyfiifty in Mexico this fall. . . Bowdoin
hockey men have started limbering
up exercises already;
if
we have
weather like
last winter's,
that's
about all they'll do all year... Unexplainable
incidents:
One
frosh
football center, one frosh basketball
center, .and one sports writer perform the boy-scout trick and get up
at St. Joe's
last Sunday
to
give
their places to a freshman co-ed and
two guests of hers.

PREDICT PRO FOOTBALTi
Wild. BE IX VOGUE HERE
Pro football, very popular in the
Mid-wist, just came into New England this year with
a good
team
performing in Boston. There's been
some pretty good football put on in
the
Bean city, and it is our guess
that the sport is going to take not
only in Boston 'but in the rest of
New England in another year.
This city had its first taste of it
last Saturday when a Lewiston team
■met Kumford. The whole show was
rather extemporized,
with little or
no previous training of the players.
Somebody will take it over, however,
and do something with the sport.
The sports writers in Boston have
been backing
up the professional
sport more than the promoters expected, and the result is what anybody can imagine under the circumstances:
the public is turning out
to the games. We repeat, watch for
pro football in Maine in 1933.
MANY SENIORS LEAVING
BATES FOOTBALL THIS YEAR
Dick Clemons, Herb Berry,
Joe
Murphy, Frank Italia. Stan McLeod,
Joe Kelley, Tubby Gorham number
the seven Seniors who have played
their last football for Bates.
They
are accompanied by Ralph McClus-|
key, Brud King, Joe Knowles, Eddie i
Wilmot.
Olin
McCarthy.
Johnny j
Roche, Bob Swett, and Irving Fire-'
man, backJield aspirants,
who will j
also graduate in June. This total of

Twenty-seven
football
Varsity
letters,
and
three
cross-country
"B" 's were awarded by the Athletic
Council Monday afternoon, along
with twenty frosh football numerals
and eight harrier numerals. Eighteen
of the letter-imen are seniors.
Ten of the
grid letter-men
are
sophomores,
a
fact
which
will
brighten up the prospects for future
grid success.
The list of awards follows:
'Varsity football
letter
awards:
William S. Pricher, '35. Garden. City.
N. Y.;
Arthur Gilman. '35.
Roxbury. Mass.; Samuel T. Fuller, '35,
North Conway. N. H.:
Edward J.
Wilmot. '33, Whitman. Mass.; Olin
J. McCarthy. '33, Houlton; Clive D.
Knowles. '33, Roxbury, Ma66.; Herbert
O.
Berry.
'33,
Watertown.
Mass.;
Joseph F. Murphy Jr., '33,
Watertown, Mass.;
James R. Clemons. '33. Machias; William Stone.
'35, Marblehead. Mass.; Jere Moynihan, '34, Portland; Virgil Valicenti.
'35. East Weymonth, Mass.; Walter
M. Gay.
'35. Rockland;
Robert J.
Kramer. '35, Cranford, N. J.; Amos
R. Gorham. '33, Bristol. R. I.: Dorland
N. Taylor.
'35. New Haven,
•Conn.;
Dwight
B. Hill,
Jr., '35.
Winchester, Mass.; John J. Dobravolsky. '33. Medford. Mass.; Walter
L. King. '33. Meriden, Conn.; John
T. Roche, '33, Lewiston; Irving E.
Fireman, '33.
Dorchester,
Mass.;
Stanley B. Jackson, '33,
Madison,
N. H-; Joseph A. Kelly, '33. Beverly. Mass.;
Robert B. Swett.
'33,
Newton Center. Mass.;
Ralph McCluskey. '33, Houlton; Frank Italia,
'33, Norfolk. Conn.: Stanley E. McLeod, '33, Quincy, Mass.
'Varsity
cross
country
letter
awards:
Russell
E. Jellison, '33,
Everett. Mass.; Robert
M. Butler,
'34,
Livermore Falls:
George A.
Olds. '35, New York City.

You will
be
surprised
at
our prices this
fall. We have
wonderful
a
line of Suits
S18.00
#•20.00
$25.00

AUBURN
TYPEWRITER
EXCHANGE

warm
New,
OverFleece
coats
jfl9.50
S22.50
$24.50

Mrs. BARRY'S
Dinner With Dessert 35c
Supper 30c
Corner Campus and Nichols

Fred C. McKenney

REPAIRING
OVERHAl'I.ING

Bates
m e 11
have
always
looked
upon
this store as a
good place to
trade.

SUPPLIES
I'SED MACHINES
1 Underwood 5

845

1 L. C. Smith 8-10 silent

$35

1 L. C. Smith 8-10 silent

845

14 Richardson St.

Auburn

WASHING and GREASING
Gasoline
Station
to
College

STANDARD

TIME

CORTELLS
Now celebrating its 19th Anniversary;
Collegiate clothes for men and women.
CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE
101-119 LISHON 8TBEBT,

Cronin & Root

LEWISTON.

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

140 LISBON' ST.

24

HOUR

SERVICE

"THE QUALITY SHOP"
Tel. 1817»

3 Minutes from the Campus

SUITS WITH TWO TROUSERS $19.50 up
OVERCOATS $16.50 up
SPORT JACKETS $4.50 up
LEATHER JACKETS $5.00 up

R\\7
•

FLANDERS
62 COURT ST.

AUBURN

VV ♦

f^l

Api/

Registered Druggist

V-'JL/XV.LV.I.X.

pure Drugs and Mullein*

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street

LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
180 Lisbon Street

Lewiston, Maine

Maynard Moult011 '22 Mgr.

01 sroi

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

■

Freshman Cross Country

We Specialize In SOHA FOUNTAIN
LUNCHEONS
IT'S "THE" PLACE

R. E. MARTINEAU CO.
DRUGGISTS

235 Main St.

Publishers

Where The Bobcats Meet

*

THE SEA WOLF

Prescriptions Have Eight Of Way

&

ft

"Nature in the Raw"— as portrayed by the noted artist, N. C.
Wyeth ... inspired by the infamous
Captain Kidd's fierce raids on the
gold-laden Spanish galleons
(1696), which made him the
scourge of the Spanish Main.
"Nature in the Raw is Seldom
Mild" — and rau> tobaccos have
no place in cigarettes.

Compliments of

J. W. White Co.
We can show yon a vanea selection of

LUNCHEONETTE

225 LISBON STREET

AND
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRIZE

CTJPS

FOUNTAIN

PENS

of all standard makes

PRESCRIPTIONS

GET YOUE

COMPOUNDED

CHRISTMAS CARDS
At the

Telephone 3694
College and Sabattus Streets

VICTOR NEWS CO.
I

46 ASH STREET,

College Loose Leaf Note Books
50c up

LEWISTOX, ME

Fountain Pens
$1.00 np

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
LADIES'
LEATHER HANDBAGS
LEATHER BILLFOLDS
BOOK ENDS
CLOCKS
of all kinds

A Complete Line of "Dollar Books" Including
"Complete Works of Shakespeare"
"Standard Book of British and American Verse"

BARNSTONE-OSGOOD

Now ! The Collegiate Dictionary for $3.50—was $5.00

COMPANY

BERRY PAPER CO.

Jewelers

—TEL. 100—

LEWISTON

50 LISBON STREET
Lewiston. Maine

STEIN'S CLOTHES
ALL WOOL SUITS AND OVERCOATS
$9.50 and $12.50
Free Alterations
SANDERS, MGR.
33 LISBON ST. Lewiston

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
WORKS
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Oo.

6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON
Telephone 1631 R

X

ALWAYS WELCOME

Paul
B. Tubbs,
New
London,
Conn.; Damon M. Stetson, Hanover
Center. Mass.;
Lester N. Hutchin-

Publishing Co,

p

7 35 A.M.. 12.25 P.M., , ,$
(,v t'liriuinxton—
'■<
7.3U A.M., 12.20 P.M., 4.10 p„

THE COLLEGE STORE

Freshman Football
Robert
E. Grannon,
Arlington,
Mass.; Wesley W. Stoddard, Whitman, Mass.; Philip C. Laffin, Westbrook;
Stanton A. Sherman. Wiscasset;
Edward
F. Wellman, Jr.,
Lewiston; Donald C. Gauthier, Auburn;
Frank C. Merrill. Pine Orchard, Conn.; Leland
V.
Clarke.
Presque
Isle;
Joseph
Biernacke,
Naugatuck, Conn.; Joseph Pignone,
Medford,
Mass.;
Edward
Curtin,
Medford, Mass.;
Nelson Nicholson.
Medford, Mass.;
Walter C. Conrad.
Everett. Mass.: John F. Gallagher.
Portland;' Arthur
E. Howe,
Jr.,
Philadelphia Pa.;
John W. Parfltt
Jr., Manchester. N. H.; Charles L.
Pendleton, Jr.. Bristol. R. I.; Harry
A. Brewster. Rockland, Mass.; Harrison
C. Cann,
Jr..
Manchester,
Mass.; Morris Drobosky, Lewiston.

The Blue Lin^~

CITIES SERVICE GASOLINE
and LUBRICATING OILS
Nearest

Geo. E. Schrnjj,

Lewiston—Rumford—Farmlngtoo
Lv Lewiston—
7.45 AM . 12.35 P.M., 4.25

64 Sabattus Street

And do they
look
goodi?
Better
than
ever.

TEL. 852
for

44 Bates St.

MESSAGER MARTINEAU'S

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

SID

The Outing Club has elected three
new members to the Junior Board of
Directors; they are: Bernard Drew
'34.
John
Curtis '33,
an
June
Sawyer '35.
The club plans to get its program
of winter sports under way as soon
after Thanksgiving as possible.

IERVAIX
LUNCH

EAT AT

LE

Job Printers

49 LISBON ST.

LA PETITE ACADEMIE
son, Lynn, Mass.;
Nils A. Lennartson, Concord, N. H.: Robert A. BaunLa Petite Academie met Tuesday,
ders, Farmington, Conn.; Donald D. November 15. Charlotte Cutte
ss
Hill. Darien, Conn.; Jack C. Croc- was in charge
of the meet.ng.
A
kett, Lewiston;
William L. Small, special feature on the program was
New Gloucester,
a lecture by Prof. Robert G. Berkleman on French Art.
OUTIXG CLUB ELECTS

No raw tobaccos in Luckies
—that's why they're so mild
"Vj^TE buy the finest, the
very finest tobaccos
in all the world—but that
does not explain why folks
everywhere regard Lucky
Strike as the mildest cigarette. The fact is, we never
overlook the truth that
"Nature in the Raw is
Seldom Mild"—so these
fine tobaccos, after proper

aging and mellowing, are
then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purifying process, described by
the words—"It's toasted".
That's why folks in every
city, town and hamlet say
that Luckies are such mild
cigarettes.

"It's toasted"
That package of mild Luckies

